
Stainless Steel Fire pit
SUPA CUBE

In the Box:

Panel 1 Panel 2 Panel 3

Panel 4 Base Plate Ground Plate

Setup Instructions:

Step 1.
Starting with the Ground Plate (folds down), align cut out marks with the bottom feet of Panel 1 and 
ensure “SUPAPEG” is facing out and readable.

Step 2.
Slot Panel 2 into Panel 1. This will create the first corner of the Supa Cube. 
Repeat this step to connect Panel 3 and Panel 4 until the cube is complete!

Step 3.
Lower the Base Plate into the cube vertically, then rotate into the middle of the Supa Cube aligning 
the rectangle cut-outs with the inner latches on Panel 1 and Panel 3 

For more information, head to SUPAPEG.COM.AU



Stainless Steel Fire pit
SUPA CUBE

Care Instructions

Rust:

Our Supa Cube is designed to last and there are some very easy things you can do to keep 
it in tip top shape. Unfortunately, rust can be a factor (Yes, even for our 
stainless-steel models!) but it doesn’t have to be. Seasoning your steel unit before use 
and oiling it after long trips will help protect it long term. Once a year clean out the Supa 
Cube to help keep it in show room condition!

Wind:

If you’re in a high wind situation our fire pit’s ground plate can be flipped over to create a 
wind barrier. This will hold ash and coals and prevent them from being blown away! 

Cleaning:

If you want to return your fire pit to near showroom condition. Give the unit a good clean 
by hosing it down and scrubbing it with a sponge e.g. Scotch-Brite. For stubborn marks, 
use a good quality oven cleaner.

For more information, head to SUPAPEG.COM.AU

Plastic Covering (Poison Warning)

Each component of your Stainless Steel Fire Pit is protected by a plastic covering to 
prevent damage and staining before it arrives to you. Please take extra care to make sure 
that all plastic is removed from each component before use as breathing burning plastic 
can cause poisoning.


